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The Individual Income Tax

1964

comparison of the individual income taxation system in france germany federal republic italy japan the uk and the usa in
relation to economic growth comments on legislation of personal income taxes income distribution wages taxation the stimulation
of personal savings etc bibliography pp 127 to 133 and statistical tables

Individual Income Tax Returns

1983

the classical corporate profits tax in the united states involves non neutralities between different sources of financing
different forms of business organization and retaining or distributing earnings and may result in the u s investor being at a
disadvantage vis à vis foreign investors an international comparison is provided and the potential effects of different
integration schemes on the user cost of capital and tax revenues are assessed the integration of corporate and individual income
taxes in the united states could lead to a more efficient domestic and worldwide allocation of resources

Reduction of Individual Income Taxes

1948

statutory individual income tax rates also referred to as statutory marginal tax rates are the rates of tax applicable to the
last marginal increment of taxable income statutory rates play an important role in determining the real marginal tax rates
which affect taxpayers economic behavior developments since enactment of the tax reform act of 1986 tra86 p l 99 514 are the
most relevant to the current state of affairs since then the omnibus budget reconciliation act of 1990 obra90 p l 101 508 the
omnibus budget reconciliation act of 1993 obra93 p l 103 66 and the economic growth and tax relief reconciliation act of 2001
egtrra p l 107 16 and its extensions all changed the marginal income tax rate structure under current law upon expiration of tax
cuts enacted in 2001 2007 the rate structure will revert in 2011 to the one set by obra93 the six marginal income tax rates for
2008 are 10 15 25 28 33 and 35 specific types of income such as capital gains may be subject to different sets of marginal tax
rates alternative minimum tax system amt a parallel tax system which has recently garnered considerable attention also has a
different set of parameters since 1981 congress established and expanded with slight modifications the policy of tax indexation
tax indexation helps prevent automatic tax increases and unintended changes in the distribution of the tax burden due to
inflation under current law many key components of the tax structure are indexed for inflation such components include the tax
rate brackets the personal exemptions and their phase out thresholds standard deductions the itemised deduction limitation
threshold and others not all elements of the tax system however are currently adjusted for inflation one of the examples is the



amt this book summarises information about the tax brackets and other key elements of the tax system that determine taxpayer s
statutory marginal tax rate such elements include tax brackets exemptions standard deductions etc

Revising the Individual Income Tax

1983

analysis of fiscal policy in the usa with particular reference to the effect of personal taxation exemptions on various segments
of the taxpaying population and on income tax revenues and effective tax rates questions the validity of exemptions in relation
to the present day basic cost of living considers alternatives to the present system of uniform per capita exemption and
includes comment on relevant legislation bibliography pp 209 to 216 and statistical tables

The Individual Income Tax and Economic Growth

1969

this paper discusses how the structure of the tax system affects its progressivity it suggests a measure of progressive capacity
of tax systems based on the kakwani index but independent of pre tax income distributions using this and other progressivity
measures the paper i documents a decline in progressivity over the last decades and ii examines the relationship between
progressivity and economic growth regressions do not reveal a significant impact of progressivity on growth suggesting that
efficiency costs of progressivity may be small at least for degrees of progressivity observed in the sample

The Individual Income Tax

1969

gain a strong understanding of income tax concepts for the individual as you master today s ever changing tax legislation with
south western federal taxation 2019 individual income taxes 42e this understandable time tested presentation provides the most
effective solution for helping thoroughly grasp individual taxation concepts this edition reflects the most current tax
legislation for individual taxpayers at the time of publication including the tax cuts and jobs act of 2017 the authors build on
the book s proven learning features with clear examples summaries and meaningful tax scenarios that clarify concepts and sharpen
critical thinking writing and research skills the book s framework clearly demonstrates how topics relate to one another and to
the 1040 form trust south western federal taxation 2019 individual income taxes to deliver the most thorough coverage of
individual income taxation available today important notice media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version



Statistics of Income

1961

personal income tax pit is one of the key sources of revenues in advanced economies aes but plays a much more limited role in
low income developing countries lidcs and emerging market economies emes both in terms of revenue and redistributive impact
notwithstanding this paper shows that lidcs and emes increased their pit to gdp revenue by 110 and 48 percent respectively
during the 1990 2019 period a marked improvement in the pit revenue performance we find that this rise was driven primarily by
economic developments and to a lesser extent by changes in the design of pit systems we also find that lidcs that improved their
tax to gdp ratios relied on a broader set of tax instruments and not exclusively on the pit suggesting that a successful revenue
mobilization strategy of developing countries requires a comprehensive approach covering a wider range of taxes finally using a
newly assembled dataset of pit characteristics of 157 countries over the 2006 2018 period we estimate a novel redistribution
index of the pit in lidcs we show that the contribution of the pit to inequality reductions has been significant

Individual Income Tax

1943

this study examines the general trends in the taxation of capital and wage income the principal systems for taxing that income
and the most significant changes that have taken place in recent years

Estimates of Income Unreported on Individual Income Tax Returns

1979

this tax book is a dyamic unique blend of print based and based instructional material that gives you continued up to the minute
coverage thus bettering most tax and accounting texts that are out of date before they arrive in the bookstore designed to be
dynamic it combines print and web materials in order to respond to rapidly changing tax material while helping students think
about and more importantly use the www for academic learning and tax research purposes with its unique blend of web materials
that allows for a more concise print form which is an excellent value for your students it also bridges the gap between texts
that are heavily law and or theory oriented with little practical material and ones that are fill in the blank with no guidance
as to where to look for appropriate tax authority i e code or regulations schisler niswander recognize theoretical and the
practical needs by providing a solid foundation with research identifying key topical coverage requested along with tools such
as using the www helping to locate the appropriate tax authority shisler niswander deliver updates via the www to complement the
printed material



Indexing the Individual Income Tax for Inflation

1976

west federal taxation individual income taxes continues to set the standard in the introductory tax course with its through
accessible coverage no other text helps students better master the ever changing individual tax code this text provides
comprehensive and authoritative coverage of the relevant code and regulations as they pertain to the individual taxpayer as well
as coverage of all major developments in federal taxation

Preliminary Statistics of Income

1967

west federal taxation individual income taxes 2007 edition is accessible comprehensive and authoritative in its coverage of the
tax code and regulations pertaining to the individual taxpayer covering all major developments in federal taxation there is no
other text as effective at helping users master the ever changing individual tax code

Tax Shelter Investments

1975

for twenty six years running the market leading west federal taxation series has helped more than one million users master the
ever changing nature of federal taxation the 2004 edition of west federal taxation individual income taxes is no exception with
its comprehensive and accessible coverage no other text is as effective at helping users master the ever changing individual tax
code and regulations because of its adherence to the recommendations of the accounting education change commission aecc and the
american institute of certified public accountants aicpa and because its authors and editors stay on top of trends in both tax
law and tax education the 2004 edition is thoroughly up to date current in its thinking and pedagogically advanced

Possible Implications of Integrating the Corporate and Individual Income Taxes in the
United States

1990-07-01

this paper assesses the macroeconomic and distributional impact of personal income tax pit reforms in the u s drawing on a multi
sector heterogenous agents model in which consumers have non homothetic preferences and sectors differ in terms of their



relative labor and skill intensity the model is calibrated to key characteristics of the us economy we find that i pit cuts
stimulate growth but the supply side effects are never large enough to offset the revenue loss from lower marginal tax rates ii
pit cuts do trickle down the income distribution tax cuts stimulate demand for non tradable services which raise the wages and
employment prospects of low skilled workers even if the tax cut is not directly incident on them iii a revenue neutral tax plan
that reduces pit for middle income groups raises the consumption tax and expands the earned income tax credit can have modestly
positive effects on growth while reducing income polarization iv the growth effects from lower income taxes are concentrated in
non tradable service sectors although the increased demand for tradable goods generate positive spillovers to other countries v
tax cuts targeted to higher income groups have a stronger growth impact than tax cuts for middle income households but
significantly worsen income polarization even after taking into account trickle down effects and an expansion of the earned
income tax credit

Statutory Individual Income Tax Rates

2008

in preparing its annual report on the budget outlook the congressional budget office cbo projects revenues from the fed
individual income tax this paper discusses two possible ways to use info about tax collections to improve projections of tax
receipts explicitly using the info provided by recent tax collections to adjust the projections and basing the projections on
multiple years of info from tax returns rather than relying on just the most recently available year the results of this
analysis suggests that combining the two approaches that is using the info from recent tax collections and relying on multiple
years of tax return info can modestly improve the near term projection of individual income tax revenues a print on demand
report

Individual income tax returns

1989

inflation distorts income taxes in many ways but primarily by redistributing the tax burden among taxpayers this study analyses
in detail the effects of inflation on income tax systems in many countries it examines some of the more important distortions of
income tax systems caused by inflation and discusses possible corrective measures ranging from automatic adjustments indexation
to ad hoc responses these corrective measures are compared with the actual experiences of many countries that have pursued
policies aimed at neutralizing the effects of inflation by treating the problem of inflation and income taxes in a comprehensive
manner and from an international perspective this book fills an important gap in the income tax literature and will prove
valuable to professional economists policy makers concerned with tax problems tax lawyers and accountants



Alternative Plans for Reducing the Individual Income Tax Burden

1956

this new edition continues the format of prior editions which has been widely popular with professors students of tax law this
casebook employs a unique problem method which has proved to be a most effective challenging satisfying way to study the federal
income taxation of individuals rather than providing all the answers taxation of individual income requires students to make
conclusions on their own about tax law on the basis of the materials provided it thus provides excellent training for students
who in practice will be required to independently analyze facts synthesize rules concepts an important distinguishing feature of
this casebook is the detailed overview included in each chapter the overview as its name suggests provides the students with a
helpful synopsis of the specific areas of the law addressed by the chapter the overview is followed by selected cases
administrative rulings legislative history excerpts after reading all of these materials students can then return to the
beginning of the chapter attempt to resolve the problems conduct a self assessment of their understanding of the issues concepts

Personal Income Taxation

1938

statutory individual income tax rates are the tax rates that apply by law to various amounts of taxable income statutory rates
lay the foundation for marginal and average effective tax rates which most economists believe have a greater impact on the
economic behavior of companies and individuals than statutory rates marginal effective rates reflect the net effect of special
tax provisions on statutory rates they are to be distinguished from average effective rates which measure someone s tax burden
current statutory and effective individual tax rates are the result of the tax reform act of 1986 tra86 p l 99 514 and several
tax laws that have been enacted since 1986 of particular importance are the omnibus budget reconciliation act of 1990 obra90 p l
101 508 the omnibus budget reconciliation act of 1993 obra93 p l 103 66 the economic growth and tax relief reconciliation act of
2001 egtrra p l 107 16 the tax relief unemployment insurance reauthorization and job creation act of 2010 truc p l 111 312 and
the american taxpayer relief act of 2012 atra p l 112 240 tra86 made major changes in the income tax rate structure egtrra
established what are referred to as the bush era tax cuts for individuals truc extended those cuts for another two years through
2012 and atra permanently extended the bush era tax rates for taxpayers with taxable incomes below 400 000 for single filers and
450 000 for joint filers but reinstated the 39 6 top rate established by obra93 for taxpayers with taxable incomes equal to or
above those amounts there are seven statutory individual income tax rates in 2013 for ordinary income 10 15 25 28 33 35 and 39 6
income from long term capital gains and dividends is taxed at 0 for individuals subject to the 15 tax bracket 15 for individuals
subject to the 25 28 33 or 35 brackets and 20 for taxpayers taxed at 39 6 starting in 2013 a 3 8 tax is imposed on the lesser of
net investment income received by individuals estates or trusts or the amount of their modified adjusted gross incomes above the
threshold amounts of 250 000 for joint filers and 125 000 for single filers in addition the individual alternative minimum tax
amt which functions like a separate income tax in that its rate structure is more compressed and tax base wider than those of
the regular income tax taxes income above exemption amounts of 80 800 for joint filers and 51 900 for single filers in 2013 at



rates of 26 and 28 tax rates and the income brackets to which they apply are not the only elements of the individual income tax
that determine the tax liabilities of taxpayers personal exemptions exclusions deductions credits and certain other elements
have an effect as well some of these elements are indexed for inflation congress added annual indexation to the individual
income tax in 1981 the primary advantage of such a mechanism is that it helps prevent real tax increases and unintended shifts
in the distribution of the tax burden driven by inflation alone indexed elements include tax rate brackets personal exemptions
and their phaseout thresholds standard deductions the itemized deduction limitation threshold and the amt exemption amounts this
report summarizes the tax brackets and other key elements of the individual income tax that help determine taxpayers marginal
and average effective tax rates going back to 1988 it is updated annually to reflect the most recent indexation adjustments and
any statutory changes

Statistics of Income ...

1959

a passionate detailed quantified argument for state level tax reform an inquiry into the nature and causes of the wealth of
states explains why eliminating or lowering tax burdens at the state level leads to economic growth and wealth creation a
passionate argument for tax reform the book shows that even states with small populations can benefit enormously with the right
policies the authors detailed exposition evaluates the impact state and local government policies have on a state s relative
performance and economic growth overall backed up with economic data and analysis facts don t lie but they do point clearly to
the failure of so called progressive tax schemes designed more to curry favor with selected constituencies than to create an
economic system that leads to individual wealth as the reward for hard work and entrepreneurial risk taking an inquiry into the
nature and causes of the wealth of states is a detailed and critical look at income taxation across the nation and drills down
into an analysis of the economic growth or malaise that results from tax policy arguing eloquently that a state cannot tax
itself into prosperity just as the impoverished cannot spend themselves into wealth the authors point out what many inherently
know but often fear to say out loud the book provides detailed quantitative analysis and discusses the policy variables that can
have enormous effects on the financial well being of states and individual residents such as personal and corporate income tax
rates total tax burden as a percentage of personal income estate and inheritance taxes right to work laws an inquiry into the
nature and causes of the wealth of states shows everyone how to evaluate state level fiscal and economic policies to become more
competitive

The Personal Exemptions in the Income Tax

1968

in clear language posin and tobin s principles of federal income taxation explores exotic wall street techniques employed to
avoid capital gains it includes analysis of cases and concepts of the leading casebooks explanations with amplified diagrams and
flow charts and extensive treatment of the time value of money issues this book explains equity swaps shorting against the box



swap funds and decs it presents among other high profile situations a case study of how former treasury secretary william simon
and his partners made 700 million in profits on the sale of the avis car rental agency less than two years after they bought it
and paid no taxes

West's Federal Taxation

1979

Personal Income Tax Progressivity: Trends and Implications

2018-11-20

South-Western Federal Taxation 2019: Individual Income Taxes

2018-10-03

Progress of the Personal Income Tax in Emerging and Developing Countries

2022-01-28

OECD Tax Policy Studies Fundamental Reform of Personal Income Tax

2006-05-31

Individual Income Taxes

2001-10



West Federal Taxation

2000-04-06

West Federal Taxation

2006-04

West Federal Taxation: Individual Income Taxes

2003-04-29

Estimating Changes in the Federal Individual Income Tax

2015

Indexing the Individual Income Tax for Inflation

1980

Macroeconomic and Distributional Effects of Personal Income Tax Reforms

2017-09-01

Individual Income Tax Provisions of the Internal Revenue Code

1944



Improving CBO's Methodology for Projecting Individual Income Tax Revenues

2011-06

Inflation and the Personal Income Tax

2008-07-10

Professional Version

2008-04

Taxation of Individual Income

1998

Individual Income Tax Rates and Other Key Elements of the Individual Income Tax

2013-02-12

Statistics of income

1970

An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of States

2014-04-14



Principles of Federal Income Taxation of Individuals

2005
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